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Proud in Pink: Perry CI 

Supports Breast Cancer Awareness 
 

By Sommer Sharpe 

 Warden Scott Lewis and Perry CI honored 

Breast Cancer Awareness month by having two special 

events. October 11th was designated as their “go pink” 

day. Staff members that were willing to participate 

helped raise money to celebrate the cancer survivors, 

especially the ones currently working at Perry. Warden 

Lewis came up with the idea to have employees paint 

their nails pink. Employees sought out sponsors willing 

to pay any amount of money, per fingernail, for them to 

be painted a shade of pink.  

 It is this kind of creativity and out-of-the-box thinking that Perry is known for since Lewis 

took over. So many of Perry’s employees were eager to participate in getting their nails painted 

and sponsoring others. It almost would appear that the male employees enjoyed having their nails 

painted more than the females. Almost. All non-security employees were also encouraged to wear 

pink for the day, and as you can see, they wore it well! 

 Additionally, they decided to show continual support by organizing a walk around the yard 

on October 23, 2018. Staff and inmates walked 5 laps around Perry’s yard for a mile-long walk. 

Each dorm had the opportunity to walk, and they were able to make posters with special messages 

dedicate to the memory of loved ones diagnosed with breast cancer, to honor cancer survivors, 

and to represent the strength shown by individuals with cancer diagnoses.  
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Proud in Pink continued 

Warden Lewis with Perry’s 3 cancer survivors 
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Proud in Pink continued 

Unsurprisingly, HR Manager Patricia Buchanan won the 
best dressed honors! 
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Proud in Pink continued 

The men made two signs containing names in memory of 
loved ones 

Warden Lewis shows off his pink nails 

 Perry raised a total of $1,840.00 from the pink nail fundraiser and donated the money raised to 

Pearlie Harris Center for Breast Health in Greenville. The money donated will go towards the purchase 

of a new mobile mammography van, making it more convenient for individuals to get the necessary 

screenings they need. A successful fundraiser for a very worthy cause! 
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Proud in Pink continued 

Survivor and Asst. Deputy Director for Programs Rita Crapps 
led each group alongside Perry employees 

Crapps with Lt. Black (L) and Brittney Lewis, all of 
whom are cancer survivors 

AW Earley rejoins the walk after he was 
shamed for not finishing all his laps 
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SCDC’s Green Initiative: An Overview of the Recycling Branch 
Submitted By the Solid Waste Management and Recycling Branch 

 The Solid Waste Management/Recycling Branch provides a service to SCDC in which we 

offer recaptured assets for SCDC use only to all employees in the institutions and divisions of SCDC.  

Recapturing assets means furniture or office supply items that can be issued, if available, at no cost to 

the Agency.  The way this process works is that an individual from SCDC institution or division 

contacts Kathy Baker and requests items that they need for their area.  Once items are requested the 

institution or division that has requested the item(s) will be contacted.  Requests could be for items 

such as desks, table, office chairs, bookshelves, office supplies (i.e., hanging file folders, sheet 

protectors, binder clips, etc.).  This service is to be utilized in order to save the Agency money that 

would otherwise be used to purchase these items.  This service has saved the Agency a total of over 

$643,000 in a three year period.  Please see below a sample of items that have been issued in the past. 
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Recycling and Solid Waste Management continued 

 We also offer a shredding service for employees’ personal shred.  You can bring in old tax 

documents, canceled checks, junk mail, etc.  Fridays are the days designated for employees to bring 

by personal shred, however, we prefer for that person bringing the material call the Recycling Center 

at 896-2247 prior to coming.  We are located in front of the Prison Industries Furniture Warehouse 

on the SCDC Broad River Complex. 

 The SCDC Recycling Center does allow employees to bring in metal items from home that 

they wish to recycle.  A sample of the items we can accept are as follows: washing machines, stair 

railing, metal rakes, wheelbarrows, etc.  If you have a question regarding an item you wish to see if 

can be recycled contact either Kathy Baker at 896-1685 or Albert Rosenthal 240-3408.   

We will not accept the following items at the SCDC Recycling Center for employee personal items: 

computer equipment, printers, cellphones, TVs, toner cartridges, candy wrappers, carbon paper, sheet 

protectors, glass, napkins or tissue, Styrofoam (to include cups) and wood. 

We are always here to educate SCDC staff on recycling efforts.  Please contact 

either Kathy Baker at 896-1685 or email: Baker.Kathy@doc.sc.gov or Albert 

Rosenthal 240-3408 or email: Rosenthal.Albert@doc.sc.gov for further information 

regarding the SCDC Recycling Center. 

 

mailto:Baker.Kathy@doc.sc.gov
mailto:Rosenthal.Albert@doc.sc.gov
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Tall Tales: The (Work) Life and Times of Tim Riley 

By Sommer Sharpe 

 To start, the title of this piece might raise the eyebrow of some. It originated from a list of 

choices I typed on my computer and sent to some undisclosed Division of Operations staff as a joke. 

However, “Tall Tales” seemed to be an appropriate selection for two distinct reasons. First, those who 

know Tim Riley are familiar with his knack for storytelling because he has the memory of an elephant. 

Elephants, by nature, have remarkable recall and a working memory far advanced than any other 

species has been shown to have. The same can be said of Riley’s recollection with his ability to 

remember specific names, dates, and other seemingly ordinary details that the rest of us would cast 

aside into the vast abyss of our subconscious. 

Secondly, those that have not spent much time with him might think of him as an enigmatic 

myth, tricky to gauge his seriousness from his dry humor. The glaring irony, the “elephant in the 

room” so-to-speak, is that Riley is not outwardly tall in stature. My title selection was of great interest 

to those same undisclosed Division of Operations staff who had some suggestions of their own: “The 

Most Intelligent Man I Have Ever Known: The Autobiography of Tim Riley,” “Connie Riley’s 

Husband,” and “I’m a Know-It-All Because I Know it All,” to name a few. But without further ado, 

let’s talk about the man himself, Tim Riley.  

Riley’s sense of humor was prominently displayed at the onset of my first question. I asked an 

unassuming question, what he wanted to be when he was younger, and his response, “older.” Aside 

from aging, he once considered attending law school. 

“Probably the best thing that ever happened to me is that I didn’t get accepted,” Riley 

recalled.  

 Riley’s rejection to law school brought him to SCDC. A 34-year SCDC veteran, Riley began 

his career as a graduate assistant. Ellis MacDougall was his advisor in grad school. Yes, that Ellis 

MacDougall, for which MacDougall Correctional Institution in Ridgeville was named after and one of 

the first directors for the agency. During MacDougall’s tenure as director, they began offering 

graduate assistantships. Riley interviewed for a couple of the available spots before being selected to 

work in classification. I asked if he planned to stay here long to which he interjected, “Oh, heck no!” 

  “This was to keep me from delivering furniture for Whit Ash. It was to save my back. I was 

working ten-hour days and going to grad school at night,” Riley continued.  
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Tim Riley Continued 

 Riley’s decision to stay at SCDC was based largely in part to the signing of the Nelson v. 

Leeke Consent Decree, which authorized funding for the construction of five new prisons. This was 

meant to alleviate prison overcrowding by constructing a replacement for CCI and building four 

smaller, lower security facilities.  

 “I started in October ’84. That was signed January the 8th of ’85, so I got to work on 

developing an objective classification system, which I used for my masters project. Then, I got hired 

to monitor the classification system statewide,” said Riley.  

His experience in classification and working with the Nelson v. Leeke Decree gave him a great 

understanding of how classification intersects with the operations side of things. As a graduate 

assistant, Riley benefitted from being able to go to every prison because he was responsible for 

training classification workers. When they were absent, Riley would go to their institution and cover 

their caseload. He’d be at Perry for two months, go to Lieber and do the same thing, go to Broad 

River and handle their classification, etc. Riley had everyone sending him monthly reports, which he 

compiled into a big spreadsheet showing all the classification assignments and reclassification 

requests.  

“I was reporting to the federal courts because that was one of the Nelson v. Leeke 

requirements. For 10 years, I did a quarterly report to the feds on our progress, and I had Gaston 

Fairey and John Schipper, attorneys for the plaintiffs, that I had to meet with all the time. They had 

contradictory stances vs. what we did, so I got to argue with them all the time, and again, you got to 

be better prepared than they are. Those were kind of challenges; I enjoyed that,” said Riley.  

It’s common knowledge that Riley is a staunch advocate for following policy. It appears he 

acquired his propensity for doing things by the book from his experience developing the classification 

system.  

 “Because I got to develop policies, I had to understand them when I was writing procedures. I 

know that as many times as I’ve been sued, I’ve never lost one to my knowledge, because I followed 

policy,” stated Riley.  

 Just how many times has Riley been sued? 

 “It’s got to be in the hundreds. I’ve been with this agency 34 years. The first time I got sued 

was Roy Lindsey suing over me writing a letter that he needed to remain in maximum security at CCI, 

based on his history, he earned it,” Riley recalled, further demonstrating his steel-trap of a memory. 

 If hundreds of lawsuits seems extreme, it’s because Riley has worked here a long time and in a 

variety of areas. Although, he is likely most well-known for his last post as a warden and the current 

position he’s held since September 2017 as regional director. As regional director of Region II, he 

oversees seven institutions: Camille Graham, Evans, Leath, Livesay, McCormick, Perry, and Tyger 

River. Of all his job titles, “warden” is the one he held the longest and made a lasting impression. 

Riley was warden of Tyger River CI from 2005 to 2015 before becoming warden of Kirkland in 2015. 

He reflected on the pros and cons of being in charge.   

 “My least favorite part was always doing corrective actions because you’ve got to turn a 

negative into a positive. And sometimes it was difficult, so you’ve got to send some of them home,” 

said Riley.  

 “Your favorite part?” I inquired. 

“About being a warden? Probably the reserved parking spot,” he answered with a smile 

and a laugh. 
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Tim Riley Continued 

He continued, “There’s a lot of responsibility that goes along with that. I guess if you knew 

what you were doing, you felt like you were leading people in the right direction, so I guess that was a 

positive.” 

“Did you know what you were doing?” I asked as a follow-up to his response. 

He smiled and assuredly answered, “Yes, I did.” 

Riley (Center Right) looks on during a demonstration in Kirkland’s Super Max in the 90s 

During his 34 years, it’s safe to say Riley has seen and learned quite a bit. Although, not 

everything he’s learned from his career has surprised him as one might suspect.  

“I don’t think it’s surprising, but you know, inmates really, most of them, want to plan for 

the future and want it to be different than they’re experiencing now. There are some that don’t care, 

but most of them, when given the opportunity, they’re willing to do what they need to do to improve,” 

Riley explained.  

He continued, “A lot of it’s the way you treat people.” 

In addition to his proclivity for policy and proper planning and procedure, Riley’s reputation 

is one of fairness.  

“I think one of the things that helped me be successful is people understood that I wasn’t 

going to make a snap decision. I was going to try to get the whole story before I made a decision. 

There are a lot of snap judgements around here, and you got a 50/50 chance of being right or wrong. 

Some people don’t care [about that],” said Riley.  

Riley likens his most recent position as a warden as being very similar to his current job, 

but being a regional director is like being a “super warden.” His twelve years as a warden taught him 

many lessons about what it means to be accountable for all operations inside an institution.   
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Tim Riley Continued 

“You grow an awful lot the first couple years you’re a warden because you’re figuring out 

what you’re supposed to do. But, when you get in that position of authority, and you’ve got folks in 

all walks of the institution, you got to consider how one area impacts the other. It’s kind of like the 

engine builder, you’ve got to make sure it’s in tune to work properly,” said Riley.  

As for his management style, Riley practices managing his employees the way he likes to be 

supervised. Throughout his career, he’s most enjoyed working for people that respected and sought 

out his opinion because it made him feel like part of the team. He makes the effort to extend the same 

consideration to his staff, especially in his current position.  

“[As] regional director, you basically have to have the back of the wardens you supervise, but 

you go to make sure they’re making good decisions…Teach them how to do their jobs then get out of 

their way, and let them do it. I think when we try to micromanage we really screw up stuff,” said 

Riley.  

“As long as they know, they can call you if they need something or need an explanation. I 

think a lot of times we create speedbumps where we need to get out of the way,” he continued. 

Throughout his past and current positions, Riley’s fairness standards and treatment of people 

have remained the same. He uses the same approach to resolve conflict when dealing with staff and 

inmates alike.  

“It’s not much different. I think you owe it to all of ‘em to listen to their side before you make 

a decision, and I respect them all. You know I call the inmates ‘mam’ or ‘sir,’ I say ‘thank you’ and 

‘please.’ I do the same with staff,” Riley said.  

Although Riley has spent a good part of his career being in charge, he doesn’t belabor his staff 

with whatever point he is trying to make. 

“I always told people [that] to be in charge, you don’t have to be the loudest one in the room. 

You have to be the one people know is in charge. I always tell them, the lower I talk, the more 

concerned you need to be. It makes them focus. If you have to go out there and yell at somebody to 

get something done, you’re in the wrong business,” said Riley. 

His longest run being in charge was the ten years he spent as warden of Tyger River, which is 

a fragment of his career that holds a special place in his memory.  

“Tyger River’s just so diverse. It’s so big. It was actually like running two prisons, but you 

could see the talent those inmates have up there. We had a SPICE program, we had 500 inmates 

working at PI, they were making money, they were doing things to benefit the population. The skills 

that some of those folks had, there were some older guys that could take trash and make treasure out 

of it,” Riley recollected. 

The sheer size and immense production operations of Tyger River could prove to be a 

considerable undertaking for any warden. Though, Riley maintains that the key to any well-run 

institution is a simple notion.   

“Good communication top to bottom. It’s an atmosphere where people aren’t scared to talk, 

including inmates. I used my IRC both places I was a warden even when I was at Perry temporarily. 

You’ve got to communicate with your staff, let them know what your goals are, and that can’t just be 

once a month or a quarter,” Riley explained. “You’ve got to walk the walk I guess.” 

While Riley touts open communication when it comes to his work practices, the same cannot 

be said of his self-proclamation. I asked Riley how he thought others would describe him, and he 

sighed, taking a lengthy pause before reluctantly answering. 
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Tim Riley Continued 

 “They would say, if you want to know what he’s thinking, ask him,” he said with a chuckle 

and continued, “not afraid to ask questions for sure.” 

Riley’s unapologetic candor is one of his most celebrated qualities, or his most notorious, 

depending on who you ask.  

“I’ve always had the ability to talk to any director we’ve ever had. If I wanted to know 

something, I wasn’t afraid to go see him. If I had an opinion, I would share it. Professionally, of 

course, most of the time.” 

Riley with Former Director Jon Ozmint 

Never one to mince words, Riley has always felt comfortable sharing his thoughts regardless 

of the audience or outcome.  

 He expounded saying, “Some people are afraid to offer an opinion because they’re afraid it 

might get rejected. I was raised, if you got an opinion, you’ll choke on it if you don’t share it with 

anybody. So I didn’t like choking, I’d rather share it with somebody. And I think those opinions have 

been valuable over time because I’ve been pretty decent at my job over time.” 

The thematic thread interwoven through Riley’s career is that he takes what he’s learned and 

applies it to different circumstances. He has a tendency to use what he’s learned to teach others.  

“I had people that I used as mentors coming up that said, ‘you got to make informed decisions. 

Not all of them are the right ones, but you got to take a chance,’ and when you’re afraid to do that, to 

make an informed decision, you’re not really gonna cut any new roads or anything. You get 

stagnant,” Riley explained.  

 “You have a good memory. You remember a lot of specific details when you tell stories, I’ve 

noticed,” I said.  

“Well, that’s one of the things you learn, you know, when you write. One of the things I 

learned early because I was writing policies, I didn’t know a lot about anything. I had to go out and 

observe, and I had to talk to a lot of people that have been there for a long time… but I also know that 

the shortest distance between two points is a straight line,” said Riley.  
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Tim Riley Continued 

He, then, references an encounter from earlier in the day in which he was showing another 

employee how to move around the CRT. The employee was trying to look up who was on post, and 

Riley noted that the employee was wasting time hitting clear, tab, backspace, and a litany of other 

keys. Riley took the time to point out the easier way of doing things using PF4, PF12, etc. to move 

around the mainframe.  

“I said ‘Dude, do you know how much time you’re wasting doing all that?’ If you know 

where you want to go, figure out how to get there,’” Riley said. 

While Riley seizes the opportunity to share his knowledge with others, what’s the best advice 

he’s ever been given? 

“Be prepared. [I] learned it in the boy scouts,” said Riley.  

And prepared he is. Regional Director Wayne McCabe had a similar career path to Riley’s 

almost mirroring one another. Though, the two did not work together until McCabe became regional 

director over Tyger River when Riley was the warden, McCabe took notice of the attention Riley 

paid to preparedness.  

“He implemented full scale community emergency drills when he was at Tyger River,” 

recalled McCabe. “He is incredibly prepared and has impeccable record keeping.” 

Riley with members of RRT running an exercise at Tyger River 

It’s apparent to anyone who knows or has worked with Riley that his abidance of policy and 

procedure and recollection are tantamount to an expert level. SCDC will truly lose a diligent and 

experienced employee when Riley retires from the agency effective January 2, 2019. In his 

resignation letter, he noted having the pleasure of working for and with many folks that have given 

him opportunities and guidance to help him be successful. It is those relationships, and the people 

he’s met along his career path, that Riley will miss the most. 

“There are many memories I will cherish and some that I hope to forget. I think that sums it 

up, and it may not be people, it might be situations. ‘Cause my career, and I’ve said it in graduation 

speeches, that working for SCDC is like having a free ticket to Ripley’s Believe It or Not! because 

you see a little bit of everything. Some that’s believable and some that, if you told the story, nobody 

would believe a thing,” said Riley. 
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Tim Riley Continued 

Someone with a long and diverse career such as Riley, has certainly seen and heard a lot. I ask 

him about an outlandish story that sticks out in his mind, and says he signed something saying he 

couldn’t talk about any of it. This is not unlike most of his interview for which much of our 

conversation must remain behind the closed door of his office, not making it into print.  

He thought a moment before finally saying, “I remember an inmate in the infirmary one day, 

his mother had come to visit him, and she smuggled some tobacco and a cigarette lighter to him. He 

was on 100% oxygen, so he pulls his sheet up over his head, [laughs] puts the cigarette in his mouth, 

and starts to light it, and it blows up and it singed all the hair off his head and just a little bit of 

moustache and all that he had. Just blistered his face and everything.”  

Riley recalled the inmate’s full name and that he suspended his visitation for month as a result. 

Although this is one of many stories he remembers, it is not these rare moments on the job, where 

hilarity ensues, that he will miss the most about working here.  

“[I will miss] the people. Like I said, there’s memories I will cherish and others I’m happy to 

forget. Just, you know, working with people that have the same goals, same thing in mind, making 

sure they wanted to come out healthy, wealthy, and wise at the end of the day,” Riley stated. 

There are not many employees like Riley that are around that have worked in so many 

different areas and across the state. One of the employees Riley has known since fairly early on in his 

career is Alice Mascio, and true to form, Riley has a story.  

“My daughter used to know Alice because every time we had an execution, Alice had to be 

here. Because she lived in Pelion, we used to do executions at one o’clock in the morning. Well, Alice 

didn’t need to be driving back to Pelion 45 miles in the middle of the night, so she’d come spend the 

night at our house.” 

Riley’s daughter said to him, “every time that lady comes to spend the night, y’all kill 

somebody.” 

Mascio primarily got to know Riley through his wife, Connie, who worked SCDC’s Recruiting 

& Employment Office for many years. A natural friendship was formed between the Riley’s and 

Mascio, which remains to this day, having celebrated birthday parties and other milestones together 

over the years. Like Riley, Mascio is known for her in-depth knowledge of policy and her ability to 

recall names and events at the drop of a dime. She reflected on Riley’s natural ability to guide and 

influence others.  

“He’s a person with a lot of knowledge that goes by policy, and because he knows policy so 

well, he teaches it. I’m sad that the agency will lose someone like him because I think that is 

important,” said Mascio.  

Though easily revered by some, asking Riley to boast of what he’s most proud of gave him 

pause.  

“I think through my career I’ve promoted that knowing what you’re doing and trying to teach 

people how to do it correctly, has helped initiate some long-term careers in this agency. And you set 

an example for how to treat people, and I’m certain there will be people that disagree with that,” he 

says with a smirk. 

“You can’t please everyone,” I respond.  

“You can’t, and you’ve got to learn that. I think that when you teach people that knowing what 

you’re supposed to do and knowing how to do it and knowing that you can ask people questions 

without being embarrassed about not knowing the answers is something that they need to understand 

as well,” said Riley. 
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Tim Riley Continued 

He continued to emphasize his point saying, “I’ve had people tell me, ‘Well, I was afraid to 

ask the question. I was afraid somebody might embarrass me,’ and there are. There are people like 

that, that’ll call you stupid for not knowing the answer. Well, I didn’t always know the answer. 

You’ve got to learn something new every day.”  

Riley has certainly made a lasting impression on many of his co-workers who are sad to see 

him go and acknowledge the void his absence will leave.  

“Sonya [Page] says, ‘Well, I’ve always called you when I needed some historical file or some 

knowledge about what we used to do.’ I said for you, you can still call, but nobody else,” Riley said 

laughing.  

Therefore, all of you that are not Sonya Page, please do not call that man asking him work-

related questions. Riley has a remarkable ability to retain knowledge and information. Page, who 

began her career as an officer at Evans, later went on to work in an administrative position for the 

classification worker at Evans. Therefore, she and Riley have known each other for the majority of 

their careers.  

“I will miss him tremendously. He’s my go-to for any questions I have about anything. He 

usually knows the answer off the top of his head, or he has documentation about it, whether that is 

historical facts or some old way of doing things,” said Page.  

Riley’s memory can largely be attributed to having been involved in some very integral 

developments overtime. He assisted in developing the classification system and helped writing a lot 

of different things. Riley was also on a lot of committees to help come up with ways of doing things 

differently. Perhaps in his soon-to-be acquired free time, he’ll spend some of his leisurely activity 

writing.  

“Dayne [Haile] used to call all the time when I was at Tyger River and at Kirkland. [She said] 

‘Help me with this. This doesn’t have anything to do with your prison, but you’re good at writing 

stuff.’ I think Tony Stines said, ‘Yeah, you’re the wordsmith,’” Riley detailed. 

When asked of what she had to say of Riley’s retirement, Haile noted that Riley will be sorely 

missed as will his wealth of knowledge. Like Page, Haile utilized Riley’s vast catalogue of 

information, but she also enjoyed working with him because of his character and disposition. 

“He was a good warden, but he’s also somebody that will make you smile,” said Haile. 

As for why he’s the go-to copywriter, Riley credits the 20-page term papers he’d have to write 

in high school. All of his Criminal Justice courses in college also required him to write lengthy 

papers with detailed sources. His practicum in writing proved to be useful for his career, and having 

helped develop the classification system, a piece of Riley will remain etched in SCDC.  

“You’ve got to be able to translate thoughts to words. When I was writing all of those policies 

as a graduate assistant, I had to write them so that 225 classification case workers across the state 

would understand what was out there. We [also] had the about-face newsletter for inmates back then, 

so when we’d make major policy changes, I’d write an entire issue, it might be 16 pages of what the 

policy was, what the forms look like, what the procedures were, and you’ve got to write that on a 6th 

grade level, and you do your sheet of FAQs,” Riley explained of his former responsibilities.  

So, after 34-years on the job, what is Riley looking forward to the most in his retirement? 
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Tim Riley Continued 

“Sleeping past 5:30 [a.m.] and not being awakened by the ding on that phone. I’ve been on-call 

since 1995. Some peace in the morning…and the midday and the afternoon and at night,” he declared.  

As for why he’s retiring now, Riley wants to fully live his life and be able to enjoy his long-

awaited peace and quiet. 

“Well, you get reminded that life is not guaranteed. You know we had some employees this 

past year that, while still working that had thought about retiring but never did, that got diagnosed with 

illnesses and they died, some of them weeks later. I’ve worked really hard for 34 years, so I want to 

enjoy the fruits of my labor a little bit,” he explained. 

 Riley might miss some of the people he’s met along the way, but he won’t miss the pressures 

of the job. He says that often, you don’t realize everything you already went through because you’re 

focusing on things that are in front of you. Being in a position of power, such as a warden or regional 

director, Riley was tasked with thinking about all the people he was responsible for, and that it’s not 

always good things that happen to them. That is one thing that wears some people down more than 

others, so Riley had to develop a way to cope with that.  

“I’ve always been one that said when you leave the job site, hang that up at the door. You can’t 

do that when you take this [holds up cellphone] home with you every day though. That’s why you look 

forward to appreciation events and things like that because it lets people see a different side of you. 

It’s not business all the time,” said Riley.  

Over the years, Riley participated in extracurricular activities organized by employees, such as 

BBQ’s and Fish Fry’s, and he participated in the volleyball and softball leagues. Different institutions 

and work areas used to play in teams against one another for a little “friendly” competition. Playing in 

both leagues, gave Riley the opportunity to get to know people he didn’t work with or to put a face 

with the name of people he only knew by phone. It is those tangible connections that will keep Riley’s 

reputation intact after he retires from the agency in January.  

Rule follower. Policy Maker. Blunt Talker. Tim Riley is a lot of things. But, he feels that his 

best quality is his willingness to listen to other people’s side. It is that all-encompassing fairness, his 

keenness to do things the right way, and his never shying away from telling it like it is that will be 

missed and remembered by those who know him best.  

Riley shows his jovial side at the CPOF fundraiser fish fry in August 2018 
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Brick Masonry at Livesay Helping Inmates “Build” Successful Futures 
By Clark Newsom 

 Livesay Correctional Institution in Spartanburg consists of two camps, “A” and “B”, which are 

minimum-security facilities housing non-violent, male offenders who are within 36 months of release 

from SCDC. Livesay CI maintains a work and program oriented environment conducive to 

rehabilitation with a mission of getting offenders ready to re-enter society. Education, training and 

work are emphasized in an effort to prepare inmates to be successful once they are released. 

 One of the institution’s most popular and successful programs is brick masonry, just one of 

the Palmetto Unified School District’s vocational education programs. It’s headed up by ten-year 

SCDC veteran Jimmy Yeargin. “Jimmy ran his own business for many years and is one of the best 

teachers you’ll find in a business that can offer an individual a very good living,” stated Livesay 

warden George Dodkin. 
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Livesay Brick Masonry Continued 

 

 The brick masonry class usually has about 12 inmates enrolled. There are four levels to the 

program with each level consisting of 144 hours of course work. Each level runs approximately 4-6 

weeks with the inmate moving on to each succeeding level at his own pace. Upon completion of the 

four levels of course work, the inmate is then awarded a certificate of completion which can be 

presented to potential employers as evidence of their ability. 

 The Livesay campus has many examples of the work of Yeargin’s inmate students. A bench 

for institutional visitors, a grill for officers and staff to use for events, and creative bird houses. 
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Livesay Brick Masonry Continued 

 

 Yeargin, who has extensive connections in the construction industry in the Upstate, has used 

his contacts to help a number of former inmates get full-time jobs upon release. “An individual who is 

willing to learn this skill and work hard at it can have a long career and make a very good wage for 

their family,” said Yeargin. “I enjoy the challenge of helping these men achieve that goal.” 

           Warden Dodkin, Brick Masonry Instructor Jimmy Yeargin. AW Jimmy Smith 

 Besides brick masonry, Livesay inmates can participate in a variety of educational programs. 

The inmates also work on labor crews for counties and municipalities in the area and litter crews that 

clean from I-85 in North Carolina to Georgia and from I-26 at the North Carolina border to Laurens 

County, S.C. Inmates also work at 19 different private companies and some 100 inmates are employed 

through the Prison Industry Enterprise program working with Shaw Industries Flooring. Those 

employees can earn a prevailing wage and marketable skills that increase their potential for 

rehabilitation and meaningful employment upon release. 

Livesay CI Inmates working in the Shaw Flooring Plant located in “B” Camp 
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Crossing the Threshold: A Vera Graduation 
By Sommer Sharpe 

 SCDC’s adoption of the Vera Institute of Justice’s Restoring Promise Initiative is 

in full swing. On October 19, 2018, a special graduation ceremony was held for the 

first group of officers that underwent two weeks of vigorous training to work in the 

Vera dorms at Turbeville and Lee. These officer positions had to be specifically applied 

for, and after the applicants were chosen, representatives from Vera conducted two-

week intensive training for the officers and some Division of Operations staff.  

 YOPRS Division Director Ginny Barr, who spearheaded the effort to bring 

Vera’s efforts to South Carolina, began the ceremony by sharing what this process has 

meant to her.  

 “For me, this is my Mount Everest. I felt like we were at base camp preparing to 

climb that mountain,” said Barr.  

Barr recognizes specific people who have been instrumental in this process 

 Additionally, Barr assured the graduates that although this is going to be a long, arduous 

process, it will be a worthwhile one.  

 “This is going to take years, but you’re part of the beginning of that. You’re pioneers, you’re 

laying the foundation, and I hope you revel in that,” Barr said.  

 Barr, the officers who have chosen to be part of this journey, and all other employees striving 

to make this initiative a success are thinking outside of the box. During her speech, Barr thanked the 

graduates for their passion and willingness to put themselves out there because they are bold enough 

to swim against the tide and go against the current.   

Editor’s Note: The introductory article about the Vera initiative, published in September, is available for viewing on the 
intranet. That piece provides supporting, background information to this article and about the initiative overall.  
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Vera Graduation Continued 

 Regional Director Tony Stines also addressed the group. Stines is regional director over Lee 

and Turbeville, so he has an especially vested interest in the project.  

 “I told you all at the beginning of training that you would be the best trained staff at SCDC. 

Do you believe me now?” Stines inquired to which the group responded with a resounding “yes.” 

 Stines is a staunch proponent of staff training and leadership development, which is something 

he advocates for all of the wardens to take part in. Stines recently started assigning leadership-inspired 

books for the wardens to read, interpret, and provide feedback on the information included in the 

book. He referenced the book “Leading Change” by John Kotter in which Kotter identifies what he 

believes is the 8-step process to create change. Kotter’s 6th step to lead change is to generate short-

term wins.  

 “If you don’t think there’s gonna be bumps, you’re mistaken. You have to celebrate every 

small win, every victory,” said Stines.   

 He also touched on the importance of embracing and communicating the vision of this 

initiative to empower others to do that. The education and information that the graduates received 

during their two weeks of training gave them the tools to make a difference. 

 “This has the potential to change this agency. You have the ability in your hands to change not 

only SCDC, but corrections agencies across the nation,” Stines concluded.   

 SCDC’s most enthusiastic partner throughout this whole process has been Alex Frank, project 

director of the Restoring Promise Initiative in Vera’s Center on Youth Justice. Noticeably absent from 

the ceremony was Deputy Director for Operations Michael McCall who was on a weeklong trip to 

Germany and Norway visiting the prisons that have already adopted Vera’s Restoring Promise 

Initiative. Frank was in the middle of giving an impassioned speech, when Barr’s cell phone starting 

vibrating on the podium. Frank stopped speaking, handed the phone to Barr, and announced to those 

present that Mike McCall was calling in. It was a facetime, which Barr answered.  

Stines references how the group is raising the bar for SCDC 
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Vera Graduation Continued 

 “How’s it going?” McCall asked Barr, which garnered laughs from the crowd at the timing of 

the question in the middle of the still-ongoing ceremony. 

 She told him it was going really well and that Frank was in the middle of speaking when he 

called. They chatted for another minute, and Barr turned the phone towards the group for all to 

exchange a wave before hanging up. In McCall’s absence, he recorded a brief video message to be 

shown during the ceremony. At the time of the call, the video had not yet been shown, but when Frank 

resumed her speech, she noted that McCall was unaware that his image was looming over them on the 

projection screen where his video was ready and waiting to be played.   

Frank speaks to the graduates 

 “In my opinion, there is no more pressing issue than justice reform...it’s the reason Mike 

McCall is in Norway and Germany visiting their prisons. It’s why we’re here,” said Frank.  

 Barr and Stines both jokingly mentioned that Frank’s fervent passion and dedication to making 

SCDC’s journey a success, may surpass their own. Like Stines, Frank recognizes the power this 

initiative has to spread.  

 “I think there’s a lot invested in justice reform [as far as legislation and sentencing], but not 

when it comes to transforming what happens inside the prisons. It takes states like South Carolina to 

challenge that notion and to take the leap of faith,” Frank said.  

 Taking a leap of faith is just what Barr, McCall, and SCDC have chosen to do. The Restoring 

Promise Initiative is a radically different way of thinking. The Vera dorms will have inmate mentors 

that will live and work in the same environment as the young adults. The interaction with the inmates 

and the staff is entirely different as well, but as Frank mentions, it has proven to be a welcome change 

at the Restoring Promise sites in Connecticut prisons. 

 “It was a day in January, in Connecticut, so that means snow. The gentleman [inmate] said he 

hadn’t touched snow in seven years. The officer said, ‘You haven’t touched snow in 7 years? Let’s go 

outside.’ The officer then-proceeded to teach the man how to make a snow angel. He was crying, the 

officer was crying, and they were like, ‘man, we’ve got to get it together before we go back inside,’” 

recalled Frank.  
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Vera Graduation Continued 

 That story demonstrates the power we possess in how we treat others, and it is that treatment, 

that Frank hopes will inspire others to follow in Connecticut and South Carolina’s footsteps.  

 “This is raising the bar for the rest of the nation. People will say, ‘I’ve got to go to South 

Carolina to learn,’” Frank said.  

 The overarching theme of this initiative is that it is a group effort. SCDC is partnering with 

Vera to bring this concept to fruition, SCDC is working together internally to ensure this program’s 

success, and the staff and the inmates that work and inhabit the Vera dorms will peacefully coexist 

and collaborate to make those units the best they can be. The saying “it takes a village” has never been 

more true or applicable.  

 “I’m humbled to be a part of this, to work with Ginny Barr who is a force. To work with Mike 

McCall, the director [Stirling], and this team here,” Frank concluded.  

The graduates pictured with Barr, Lee and Turbeville executive staff, and Vera representatives 
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“A Father’s Voice” Expands to Tyger River CI 
By Clark Newsom 

 One of the S.C. Department of Corrections’ successful new programs, “A Father’s Voice”, 

came to Tyger River Correctional Institution on Tuesday, October 16, 2018. It’s a continuation of a 

program started at SCDC’s two women’s institutions, Camille Griffin Graham and Leath CI, known as 

“A Mother’s Voice”, some two years ago. Nine inmates from Tyger River became the first to 

participate in the Level II men’s institution located in Enoree. 

 Recordable books are read using a recording of a mother’s or father’s voice as they turn the 

pages. Once recorded, the book is sent to their children. When the children open and play the book, 

they will hear their mother’s or father’s voice reading a bedtime story to them. To add a more personal 

touch, depending on the content of the book, the reader can prompt their young children to brush their 

teeth, clean their room, or say their prayers. Participants have a choice of six different popular bedtime 

stories to record. 

 “A Mother’s/Father’s Voice” is the end result of work at the Richard Riley Diversity Institute, 

based at Furman University, where groups of people from across the state are chosen to network and 

begin programs and promote social and racial equality. One group in 2016, including SCDC Director 

Bryan Stirling, chose to provide female inmates who met certain criteria, including good behavior 

while in prison, with recordable books to be sent home to their children. Later, two groups of inmates at 

Kirkland R&E were the first male inmates to take part in the program.  
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Father’s Voice at Tyger River Continued 

 Gwen Bright, SCDC’s Director of Inmate 

Services, says the male inmates have been particularly 

excited about the project. “The men have done an 

excellent job of personalizing their messages and 

helping each other out in making the recordings. Their 

enthusiasm and support for the program may actually 

surpass that of the ladies who have participated thus 

far.”  

 Salley Huguley, a volunteer from Columbia who has worked with the program from the 

beginning, says SCDC receives book discounts, donations and grants to purchase the books from the 

local Hallmark stores for about $30.00 apiece. 

 “We hope to raise enough in donations to eventually expand ‘A Mother’s/Father’s Voice’ to as 

many of our 21 institutions as possible,” stated Ms. Bright. 

(L-R) Gwen Bright, SCDC; Tyger River Chaplain Carolyn Bennet; Tyger River AW Jonathan Nance; Tyger  River 

AW, Barry Tucker, “ A Mother’s Voice/ A Father’s Voice” volunteer Salley Huguley. 
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Can Do Club Awards 

By Christel Wilson 

803-896-1744 
 

The Can Do Club Program and the Character First Program were combined in an effort to recognize 

employees, not only for their positive attitudes and quality of work, but also for exhibiting good 

character.  Check with your Can Do Club Coordinator for help with giving an award.  Headquarters 

employees can check with Christel Wilson in DDA Office.   
 

The Can Do Club Award is still given to individuals or groups.  Supervisors are encouraged to give 

this award to their employees, and vice versa, anytime an individual is caught doing something right 

or exhibiting good character.   
 

Two Can Do Spirit Awards per year can be given by an employee who has been with the Agency 

for at least six months. Spirit Awards are not meant to be given to immediate supervisors or to 

employees you directly supervise.  Remember, only one person can sign a Spirit Award.  This award 

is to be given to one employee who has gone above and beyond the call of duty to make YOUR job 

easier.  
 

So let’s show our appreciation to our co-workers by giving them a Can Do Club or Spirit Award.  

Also, please remember to email your monthly submissions using the Can Do template of all awards 

to Christel Wilson at Wilson.christel@doc.sc.gov  by the fifth of the next month so they can be 

publicized.  

Awards given for the month of September 2018 are listed below: 

CAN DO CLUB AWARDS 
 

Allendale Correctional Institution 

Lt. Anita James, and Ofc. Albertha Williams (Lt. Moses Carter)  
 

Broad River Correctional Institution 

Sgt, Brittany Cunningham (Ms. Crystal Weiss); Ofc. Chelsa McRae, Ofc. Cruz Mata, and Ofc. 

Dominique Daniel (Sgt. Alicia Smith); Ofc. William Gambrell, Jr. (Assoc. Warden Gregory 

Washington); Ofc. Antania Mingo-Lewis (Maj. James Parrish); Ofc. Bianca Pressley, and Ms. Jaki 

Murrell (Lt. Tony Vela) 
 

Central Bus Terminal 

Cpl. Melvin McDonald (Maj. Willie Leggins) 
 

Evans Correctional Institution 

Ofc. Kenyetta Williams, Ofc. Donnell Short, and Ofc. Whitney McLain (Lt. Jerrod Davis) 
 

McCormick Correctional Institution 

Cpl. Phyllis Harris, Cpl. Bianca Davis, and Cpl. Dion Gaines (Warden Charles Williams)   
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Can Do Club Awards Continued 

Perry Correctional Institution 

Sgt. Tashonda Caldwell (LPN Renee Heinrich); Sgt. Joel Karaszewski, Sgt. Beverly James, Sgt. 

Hunter Elliott, Ofc. Pertavian Adams, Ofc. Javier Aguayo, Ofc. Joseph Criscola, Ofc. Steve 

Haynes, and Ofc. Zacharia Parham (Lt. J. Brown and D. Wessinger); Ofc. Laura Ray, Ofc. Laura 

Thompson, Sgt. Tashonda Caldwell, Sgt. Alicia Lindsay, Ofc. April McCall, and Ofc. Stacy 

Molinelli (Lt. Tony Hall); Lt. Rendell Berry, Sgt. Beverly James, Sgt. Jesse Kelley, Ofc. Laura 

Thompson, Ofc. William Ledbetter, Ofc. Coata Kimbrell, Ofc. Brooklyn Jacobs, Ofc. Nicole 

Serpa, and Ofc. Autumn VanBrown (Lt. Robert Blackburn); Ofc. Dominic Boccabello (Sgt. 

Beverly James); Ofc. Dominic Boccabello (Sgt. Zsaqueshia Brown); Cpl. Stacy Molinelli, and 

Ofc. Nicole Serpa (Capt. Megan Toth); Capt. Daniel Harouff, Lt. Brian K. Mitchell, and Cpl. 

Debra Cue (Sgt. Kevin Borem); Lt. Travis Thurber, and Ofc. David Chandler (Capt. Daniel 

Harouff) 
 

Ridgeland Correctional Institution 

Ofc. Tonya Bryant, and Ofc. Rosetta Draper (Capt. John Wiggins, Jr.) 
 

Trenton Correctional Institution 

Cpl. Shameka Fulmer, and Ms. Kimberly Hunt (Capt. Joshua McKie); Ofc. Sintell Roberts (Sgt. 

Ryan Lecker); Lt. Chantelle Quarles, Lt. Angela Murrell, Lt. David Walls, Lt. Charles Tennison,  

Sgt. Reginal Weaver, Sgt. John Jackson, Sgt. Curtis Hartley, Sgt. Frankeisha Bennett, Sgt. Teresa 

Franklin, Sgt. Cornelius Miles, Sgt. Carla McGuire, Sgt. Arthur Mincey, Cpl. Tiphany Ware, Ofc. 

Blake Richardson, Ofc. Monieque Green, Ofc. Rosalyn Heath, Ofc. Jontavius Jackson, Ofc. 

Deondrea Lawton, Ofc. Shermere Hardin, Ofc. Aporinio Harps, Ofc. Kristen Anson, Ofc. David 

Kinder, Ofc. Barry Robinette, and Ofc. Samantha Martini (Lt. Mark Courtney); Ms. Carol Felder 

(Mr. Arthur LeBlanc); Cpl. Sintell Roberts, Cpl. Daniel Buse, Ofc. Crystal Tillman, Ofc. Monica 

Stewart, and Ofc. William Wright (Ofc. Aporinio Harps) 
 

Turbeville Correctional Institution 

Sgt. Emmanuel Mack, Ofc. Brittany Tedder, and Mr. Michael Lynch (Warden Richard Cothran); 

Assoc. Warden Gary Leamon, Lt. James Tollison, Ofc. Christopher Kolb, Ofc. Terirka Shaw, and 

Ofc. Anthony Plymale (Lt. Robert Andrews) 

 

Awards given for the month of October 2018 are listed below: 
 

CAN DO CLUB AWARDS 
 

Allendale Correctional Institution 

Lt. Anita James, and Ofc. Albertha Williams (Lt. Moses Carter, Jr.) 
 

Camille Griffin Graham Correctional Institution 

Assoc. Warden Marilyn Griffin (Assoc. Warden Kathy Small); Ms. Cheryl Fouche’ (Ms. Aurrah 

Rodgers) 
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Can Do Club Awards Continued 
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Central Bus Terminal 

Cpl. Torri Montgo (Maj. Willie Leggins) 
  

Goodman Correctional Institution 

Capt. Jeffery Strong, Capt. Dwayne Hingleton, Sgt. Michael Shipton, and Sgt. Crystal Bracey (Capt. 

Carol Scott); Lt. Shelby Guyton, and Lt. LaTasha Jamison-Davis (Capt. Chassity Rouse); Ofc. Allison 

Baker (Sgt. Michael Shipton) 
 

Evans Correctional Institution 

Lt. Debie S. Patterson (Lt. Courtney Bruce); Ofc. Ernestine McRae (Lt. Andrea M. Parker)  
 

Kershaw Correctional Institution 

Ofc. Harold Hatcher (Sgt. Amy Bowers);  

Cpl. Jamailia Montgomery, Cpl. James Neyhard, Ofc. Timothy Berry, Ofc. Nicole Carter,   

Ofc. Jasa Allen, and Ofc. Garry Sowell (Capt. Benjamin Davis); Ofc. Timothy Berry, and Ofc. Joshua 

Witt (Ms. Jo Dekany); Mr. Dale A. Stacks, and Ms. Wanda Hayes (Ms. Angela Y. Gainey, HR Evans 

CI) 
 

MacDougall Correctional Institution 

Mariya Turasova (Warden Edsel T. Taylor) 
 

McCormick Correctional Institution 

Sgt. D. Kelly, Sgt. B. Davis, and Sgt. A. Norman; (Assoc. Warden T. Robertson) 
  

Perry Correctional Institution 

RN Jamie Russell, and RN Jesse Kelley (LPN Renee Heinrich); Ofc. Leigh Pollman, and Ofc. 

Keshonda Roper (Lt. Robert Blackburn); Mr. Josua Lawter (Ms. Danielle Filmore); Lt. Brian K.  

Mitchell, and Lt. Brooklyn Jacobs (Lt. Jadrian Brown); Lt. Brent Blakeley, Sgt. Kevin Borem, Sgt. 

Jesse Kelley, and Ofc. William Rathbone (Lt. Brian K. Mitchell); Sgt. Rachel Mussen (Chap. Larry 

Epps); Sgt. Jesse Kelley (RN Katherine Burgess) 
 

Trenton Correctional Institution 

Cpl. Marcus Rowell (Lt. Charles Tennison); Sgt. Curtis Hartley, Sgt. Teresa Franklin, Cpl. John 

Tuten, Ofc. Aporinio Harps, Ofc. Lee Dinkins, and Ofc. James Hall (Capt. Betty Fitch); Cpl. Daniel 

Buse (Sgt. Ryan Lecker) 
 

Wateree River Correctional Institution 

Lt. Timothy Grant, Sgt. David Coker, and Ofc. Aneysa Bengston (Sgt. Elijah Stewart) 
 

If you need Can Do Spirit or Club Awards, please contact Christel Wilson at: 896-1744 or by email 

at Wilson.Christel@doc.state.sc.us.   If you need to send a mainframe message, the user ID is 

“c039855”) 
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